[Probable origin of the Robertsonian phenomena in domestic mice in Tunisia].
The Robertsonian phenomenon in house mice (Mus musculus domesticus) from Tunisia consists in the presence of only one 22-chromosome Robertsonian race (22Rb) carrying the maximum number of fusions observed until now. The 22Rb populations exclusively occupy urban centers in the Eastern-Central region of Tunisia where standard population with 40-all acrocentric chromosomes (40Std) occur in surrounding neighborhoods and rural environments. In addition to the habitat partition, allozyme and mitochondrial DNA analyses showed that the 22Rb populations were genetically differentiated from the 40Std ones. This differentiation mostly stemmed from an important decrease in genetic variability in the 22Rb populations from the Sahel towns. The extent of morphological, ecological and genetical divergence observed between these chromosomal races in Tunisia is in agreement with the predictions of the chromosomal speciation model of White which advocates that karyotypic differentiation between taxa can lead to their reproductive isolation and independent evolution. Such a process is verified if the Rb process in Tunisia results from local differentiation which is supported by both the genetic and morphological data. However, the hypothesis of an origin by introduction of these mice from another region of Tunisia or from another country cannot be totally dismissed. In this study, an allozymic analysis of mice (22Rb and 40Std) from the geographically distant city of Kairouan was performed. Results showed that 22Rb and 40Std mice from Kairouan shared the same high degree of variability, and were not genetically differentiated. This contrasts with the results registered in the two chromosomal races in the Sahel towns. Such data argue in favor of a local differentiation of the Robertsonian process in Tunisia and suggest that the decrease in variability of the structural nuclear genes in the Sahel 22Rb populations can be related to an introduction from Kairouan into a Sahel locality resulting in a founder effect or followed by a severe bottleneck prior to its dispersion throughout the Sahel region.